A nonlocal effective operator for coupling forward and backward propagating modes in inhomogeneous media.
In an acoustic waveguide spatial inhomogeneities couple the forward and backward propagating modal amplitudes. To address the nature of such coupling the integral equation for the range-dependent modal amplitudes is decomposed into components that satisfy the asymptotic boundary conditions of the free Green's function operator. An equivalent set of equations is obtained by eliminating the components that become the asymptotically backward propagating channels to leave a set of integral equations that describe only the components that become asymptotically the forward propagating channels. The elimination of the components that become asymptotically the backward propagating channels is done at the expense of introducing a nonlocal effective coupling operator. The nonlocal operator contains all the effects of the asymptotically backward propagating field on the asymptotically forward propagating field. An expansion of the effective coupling operator allows an investigation of the importance of the coupling and provides a systematic approach to add correction terms to the forward only equation. Idealistic underwater waveguides with various degrees of inhomogeneities are used to illustrate the main features of the convergence characteristics for the expansion.